
9 June 2011

Run Number 178
Starting at the Nawaab, Levenshulme Manchester

Joint run with Manchester Curry Hash 
Run Number 5

The Pack: Snoozanne, Cleopatra, Madhatter, Alternative Entrance (Hare) 
Carless Whisper, Carthief, FCUK, Compo, 10”, OTT, ET, Hansel, Adrian



Looking like the Magnificent 7 the slightly late starters (the FRBs were well on 
their way) strolled through the car park. The Hare had not announced any 
special markings and we made our way to the front of the Nawaab where the 
Hare showed off her skills

It looked as if she had cheated for the rest of the Checks as it seemed as if 
she had used the lamp post as a template for at least some of them.



OK that last one is not a lamp post

Out along Stockport Road and then a teasing trail around  

with a Check at each corner testing the Pack (it has to go into the Park now 
surely?)

We got to Attwood Street and a curious marking appeared 

which the Hare insisted was 
not her handiwork but it seemed
to be in the same chalk.



On we went to another tantalizing Check 

Along East street and onto what looked like a misspelling 

(Apparently there is a Parkin St).

Northmoor St and the camera goaded the Pack into action. Just compare 
Alternative Entrance in the second and third photos.



A sneaky Check with a sharp left turn at 

down to Kirkmanshulme Lane.

A slightly unfortunate stance by Hanzel

well he looked very overweight at a glance (to me at any rate)

“By she’s got it!”



Through the market 

with some long stretches that suited the FRBs and finally into a Park

But not for long



The FRBs raced ahead and after admiring the 

and the 

Stood about drinking Adrian’s beer



By the time the Hare had got back Adrian and done some shopping and 
washed and ironed his clothes as well. Nobody believed him. Male Hashers 
ironing! Ridiculous!!

There was a general impatience to savour the food so Down Down’s were 
limited to the Hare



We made our way to The Nawaab.

The blue ice cream (liquorice flavour) was nice but I had a bad headache the 
next day. Too many chemicals I reckon.

Another excellent AE production.


